I. RU CAST
   A. Into the Woods is waiting on our approval or denial
   B. Alex Benestelli moved to deny funds for Into the Woods
   C. Seconded
   D. Motion passes
   E. Meredith Morrison needs to be more aware of what's going on – more inter-campus communication needed

II. To the Moon and Back
   A. Alex Benestelli moved to table
   B. Seconded
   C. Motion Passes

III. Programming Board
   A. Spring Fling – Goal has been to cut costs as much as possible
      1. Research with different companies shows that many Spring Fling staples can be bought at a much lower cost
      2. Eco-Friendly rides run on kinetic energy, companies will pay for them; will not come from students' pockets
      3. Each RSO should pick a different part of the world, in accordance with Spring Fling theme this year
      4. Eco-reps will provide tables; we are in touch with Brita company, water bottles, other giveaways.
      5. Small giveaways will be reduced
      6. Really nice photo-booth, up to 10 people can fit
      7. $2000 Cushion, in case anything is forgotten
      8. One henna tattoo artist
      9. Eco-reps will pay for upgrades to biodegradable products, composting food, organic cotton, other green initiatives.
   B. Should L'Ville campus pay for more, if students from Rider are expected to attend?
   C. Approve without cushion?
   D. Lauren Snyder moved to table vote until Programming Board has consulted SFB/Student Entertainment council on L'Ville campus
   E. Seconded
   F. Motion Passes

IV. Organ Restoration Request
   A. Submitted by Alex Benestelli that would benefit entire organ department; Bristol Chapel organ, Scheide organ
   B. Essential needs that organ dept has that cannot be handled by University
   C. Bristol Chapel organ is playable, but might not be for long
   D. Significant damage might require hundreds of thousands of dollars if not fixed now
   E. Deteriorating wind reservoirs, have not been fixed for 70 years
   F. Overheating can cause fires
   G. Cheaper to repair both at the same time
   H. Restoring reservoirs to original design – wind currently sags, unavoidable tuning issues
   I. Decreasing dynamic capability - $7414 to repair swell expression mechanism
   J. Benefits anyone who uses organ
   K. Scheide Hall organ needs restoration to key action; limits capability to play rapid passages,
and trills
L. This will not return all organs to “like new” condition – these are only the essential needs

V. Bristol Chairs
A. Last 3-4 rows of chairs do not fit in with the rest of the room
B. Dean only has about half as much money as needed to fund new chairs.
C. Request would be about $5,500, with Dean and Judy Kirschenbaum putting in the rest
D. Other emergency things take precedence, funds from SAF are needed
E. Look should be consistent

VI. Piano Restoration
A. Grand piano in playhouse is in dire need of repair
B. Pedal is literally falling off
C. Amount requested is for down payment; entire process will take 14 months to complete
D. Down payment is $5,000 – total is $25,000. This is a significantly discounted price.
E. Virtually every student benefits from this piano
F. If we don't fund it, it may have to be phased over the next 2-3 years

VII. Practice Room Pianos
A. Same concept as Alex's request for new piano earlier in the year
B. Nicer pianos needed in practice rooms used by everyone

VIII. Classroom Chair Replacement
A. Move chairs in L4/5 into relocatables, put better chairs in L4/5, get rid of worst chairs
B. Get rid of chairs in L3, purple chairs with no cushion
C. Not an incredibly high priority, so not much money coming from dean
D. Good chairs are needed in classrooms for the sake of students' attention spans

IX. Alex Benestelli moved to table all items not voted upon until next week
X. Seconded
XI. Motion Passes